
It all Hinges on that=ARE THEY?

(I should have said:

<

"This ENSNARING Doctrine!" GC 472.DA309.

ii

(2)Christ is
o

So answer the Question: ARE THEY?
-1- -A--2-

")

Round? Does not this Kind of TEACHING^ 
without TH INKING=actually cause People 
to GIVE UP! Throw in the Sponge=coast 
along through Life. 
CONSCIENCE and CONVICTIONS SEARED=

(3)He
accept
forgive their Sins.(B)Give them the 
GRACE to KEEP the LAW of God.(C)The 
GRACE and POWER to overcome SELF= 
SIN=and the DEV IL.Bui Id a CHARACTER

Because what they have is NOT Reve- 
lations=NOT Daniel=NOT lsaiah=NOT 
Jeremiah=NOT the Words of Christ or 
anv of His Anostles. What they have 
is nothing_but_JEWjSH_TALMUDISM!ANYTHING but Christianity! If there eve’ 

was a:"G0 TO SLEEP'over the Bottomless 
21 t_Doct r£ne|'J=THAT_is_2T2_

As we see the CONDITION of the Adventist 
Ministry today. What DIFFERENCE if we 
D0=or do not DO? TRY or not TRY? This 
is KARMA=FATE=KISMET=FATALISM=the CURSE 
of the East. And of SHAKESPEAREAN ISM!

is pleading for all those who 
the Plan of Sa 1 vat ion.(A)To

Let them ADMIT they DO NOT BELIEVE the 
S0P=nor the BIBLE=nor the TESTIMONIES! 
They have GIVEN UP the MAJOR CAUSE of AN' 

"The Light has been given me 
that tremendous pressure will be brought 
to bear upon every Seventh-day Adventist 
with whom the World can get into close 
Connection...Those who seek the Education 
that the World esteems so highly, are 
gradually led father and farther from the 
Principles of Truth until they become 
educated WORLDLINGS... They have PARTED 
with the Holy Spirit." Magen + Spaulding 
442-3. "We are going to be greatly SCAT
TERED before long." (Same.)

"UNSUSPECTING WORLD

"GlVEN"= 
"MAGIC"= 

on everyone that is Born=and as socn 
as ever he is Born?

"Those who...drink at the POLLUTED FOUN-

"The minds of those who doubt are left 
to ^eat_on_the_rocks_of_INFIDELITYL'^330. 
"There will be a HARVEST for ~(Satan' s~) 
reaping in the very Institutions estab
lished by the funds of God's people..It 
will result in sending forth to the Worl i 
in place of Christian workers, a Company

' Z7:16^Z7l.
"NEAR THE CLOSE OF PROBATION... THOUSANDS 
have thus been POISONED, and led into IN
FIDELITY." SM 2:351.

Now to show that Mission is:
IMPOSSIBLE!

(1)It does away with a JUDGMENT. No one 
is exoected to Run the Race or Achieve. 
Nor to come up to anv Mark or Standard.

For MAXWELL=HEPPENbTALL=to keep the Wi ck -v|i 11 be 
ed ALIVE till Christ comes=then let MAX- 

IND I FFERENT=CARELES|S=WELL=HEPPENSTALL=the General Conference= 
and all those who approved the MAXWELL 
BOOK to be foisted on the World =

(3)There is no Time of Trouble-no 7 Last: 
Plagues. No Punishment because it will 
all be done by MAGIC=LATER than you 
THINK! By the Great Genie. If anything 
922§_wrong=jt_js_H[s_fault!_not_YoyRS{_ 
(A) So live like the End will never come. 
In order for this Fairy Tale to have a 
Semblance of Reality=the UNFIT=the WI CK- 
ED must be ALIVE=to have this MIRACULOUS 
CHANGE=when Messiah comes.

WHY= impeach the Name of God and al 
JUSTICE and RlGHTEOUSNESS=by this 
JEW ISH=TALMUD "Dirty-Trick" Doctrine 
that He gave us a Second-Rate Conk" 
ed-Out "NATURE=CHARACTER"=when He jJCQULD have done BETTER-first time

WHY=if "CHARACTER" CAN be 
WHY=does He not work this

CHARACTER = *527.===== Pec. 2,19 S1.
HoeAn RciecAc/t LibnaAtj, Box 1270, 
Gnand FoAkA. BC Canada l/OH 1H0.

TRYING! A Character fit for Heaven 
... "GIVEN" you! Happy Delusion.

° CROW-BAIT.
The Lord calls the UNCLEAN BIRDS o 
the Apocalypse=for their Last Sup- 
per_of Kings=Priests=and False SDA 
Prophets=the ARMY of SDA INFIDELS. 
Now learning from F0RD=BRINSMEAD= 
HEPPENSTALL=WILSON.

"INFIDEL AUTHORS. Such works are inspired 
by SATAN... should SHUN infidel writings 
as they would shun LEPROSY." RH Al:369. 
"INFIDEL-BOOKS~.~.~. contain' a~POISON'like'' 
that of ASPS...In reading them, you are 
inhaling the MIASMA of HELL."FCE_93,407. 
WHAT IS THE WORST TYPE OF INFIDEL? The 
one who does the most lasting HARM=who 
Teaches the LAW cannot be kept=no use
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(Ajfhen we all must meet a TEST.

"To be or not to be=that is the (STUPIL!}Religion. 
QUESTION! It's all the SAME! It's in the 
GAME! It makes NO DIFFERENCE now!" 
~(As~STUPID as the BRAIN of a COW!) 

FUTiLITARiANISM.
Holding the Doctrine that all human en
deavor and aspiration are FUTILE! Which 
the "NO EFFORT!" AWAKENING brought to 
America=1960. LISTED and CATALOGUED in 
the COUNTERFEIT CHAPTER of GC A6A-A73 
as: "PRESUMPTION!" GC 472. SC 60-1.

That is the "VOICE OF GOD"=ARMAGED- 
DON HOUR! The Greatest Earthquake 
the World has ever seen=fol lowed b') 
the Hail of Stones=while MAXWELL 
and RICHARDS have them "SHOPPING"= 
^b?_^2£iy_92i09_2!22l_l^§ USUAL!"

in the MHP of Sanctuary

dlf_^riting_please_mention=^=+=Dat( ?) 
CHARACTER i T we once Fall for theT 
BrTtTsh~Fabian Society Dogma as ex
pressed by the TALMUD and RAA=that 
=£B£B£H-B== is SSI the Requi remen : 
or~Test Tor the Judgment = once let 
that Neo-Evangelical "FAITH ALONE!" 
Dogma_loose in the Church =__

THENWHATFOLLOWS?"
Naturally-if "CHARACTER" cannot be 
BUILT=DEVELOPED=FORMED=ATTAINED=by 
the "WORK"= of a "LIFE-TIME"= if ===== =========that is not Possible nor Required= 
if "CHARACTER*^ can and will be: 
"glVENn-as“a""G:l:FT"= no matter HOW 
or WHEN=(Those who FALL for that = 
sooner or later=go ALL the Way in
to the Way-Out Position expressed 
by Bed-Time Story MAXWELL in that 
"MAN" Book=l970=and the HEPPENSTALI. 
POSITION=Sold to the alleged:"AWAK- 
ENING"=1970-1972=

CHARACTER "GIVEN" as a "GIFT!" 
when CHRIST-MESSIAH COMES! The mos : 
Ridiculous religion ever foisted on 
man. Tell us WHY we are HERE?

I will be Hapoy to see THOSE PREACH
ERS beaten to a Pulo! BEFORE Chrisi 
£21l25{_Read_jt_[n EW 282. GC 656.

QUESTION:
Are you an Adventist? Have you been 
Hood-Winked bv all the Psychology 
and Soohjstry_in_that_MAXWELL_B00K'' 
You saw nothing WRONG with it? How 
has BLINDNESS fallen on Israel!

IT IS UNBELIEVABLE!
Are you aware of the EVENTS to come’ 
See if you can deny ANY of the fol- 
12^1092___________________U)We are here on Probation. We are 
to Prepare for what is Coming on 
the Earth as an overwhelm!ng SURPRUE

FIRST=if "CHARACTER" can be "GIVEN 
SECOND=if "CHARACTER" will be give|= 
when Christ comes=why the useless 
MOCKERY of this Life?

l2)There is no SEALING. No close of Pro
bation. Probation is Open till Christ= 
Messiah comes.

people..It
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THE SERPENT CULT.

JOHN THE REVELATOR:"But they became 
TIRED of hearing...of the CHARACTER 
which, in order to be SAVED,they 
must perfect through Him, so they 
TRIED=TO=KILL the faithful Messenge 
This plan being thwarted, they ban
ished him to the...island of PATMOS 
RH A5:107. Jan.19,1905.

2)He has something for them-"RINGLEAD
ERS in APOSTASY... in His WRATH He deals 
with_THEM=without_MERCY.^T5^212L_ 
U3)What greater Aoostasv could there be 
in the Ranks of Seventh-dav Advent!sts- 
the FIRST and the WORST thing brought to 
America bv the a 11eged:"AWAKEN I NG!"=te l ■ 
ling the World to listen to FROOM-DANIE .- 
LS-RICHARDS="Thus is explained just how 
Faith takes the PLACE of WORKS and is ac
counted RIGHTEOUSNESS...It should enable 
us to CEASE from our own WORKS, EFFORTS, 
and STRUGGLES..." COR 19,20.

BUT IT IS STILL WRITTEN: "His Angels
LEFT those who made NO EFFORT... LEAVING 
these with their sinful traits UNSUBDUED, 
to_the_CONTROL of_evil_angels."Tl:181-7

(7)"The GREAT FINAL TEST comes at 
the Close of human Probation, when 
it will be TOO LATE for the soul's 
need to be supplied." COL 412. At 
that Time they will either have Oi 
(CHARACTER)-TM 234 = they will theL 
either HAVE it or NOT HAVE IT. Th i e 
is needed BEFORE the "MIDNIGHT CRY 
-LONG BEFORE the "LOUD CRY." The 
FROOM-WI LSOMS are going to plunge 
STRAIGHT into the "LOUD CRY!"

Who would want to be Saddled with that: 
"DOUBLE CURSE!" The CRA7.IEST of the 
CRAZIES! As we near the JUDGMENT-GOD savs 
He will EXPOSE them if He has to send 
EVERY-ANGEL-FROM-HEAVEM! SG 2:201.
HE ALSO SAYS: "Satan seems PARALYZED... 
MEMORY RECALLS... his stubborn persistence 
m making NO EFFORT for self-recovery 
when God would have err anted him FORGIVE
NESS... He has led the MULTITUDES. "GC 66<>.
OF 300"REFERENCES HERE Ts ONE: 'In everyj 
thing that tends to the sustenance of man 
is seen the CONCURRENCE of DIVINE and 
HUMAN EFFORT. There can be NO REAPING un
less the human hand ACTS its PART m the 
SOWING of the SEED...We have a PART to -6-

Lb)ActuaIly=it is "TEST" after TEST 
this is graohically illustrated in 
"THE LAODICEAN CHURCH" chapter=Tl: 
137. (A)Receive the SEAL of God or 
(B)The CONTROL._of_EyjL_ANGELS_.____

T5.-

Some are trving to reach across 1 he 
Gulf-and qraso the hands of th? NEO" 
EVANGEL ICALS-F.F.BRUCE-F0RD-RP3- 
the "LAW"=cannot be keptj__ ______
to the:"BORNED" Adventist=r-ow taking 
over this Church-this FREEDOM FROM I

l8jWhiTe the WILSONS cry for " 
The Lord of the Harvest calls for: 
"GATHER ye FIRST the TARES for the 
BURNING!" SATAN,if you can WIN then 
you can HAVE them-I do not want 
such_ i_n_My_Kj ngdom!
"GATHER yourselves TOGETHER, (Not tl e 
Lord's gathering=but the GATHERING 
of "YOURSELVES!" 1,000 a Day in 
1982._ EV^ANGELISM_SELF-POWER! ) 
"GATHER YOURSELVES together~.~~0 
Nation NOT DESIRED...before the 
FIERCE ANGER of the Lord come upon 
YOU..."(This is the STRAIGHT TESTI
MONY to the Laodiceans.)T1:I 30.
19)ONE SURE*'WAY'”f0~BE-l6sT= [ust~be 
"INDIFFERENT" and "CARELESS" to the 
Issues at this Time. And above all- 
"The Angels LEFT THOSE who made NO 
ERRORT!" Tl:181. EW 281.

This is now the MAIN "MESSAGE" of RDB 
and FTW. WRIGHT said TRYING to BEHAVE = 
was a:"D0UBLE SIN!"

1(10)"THE CONTEST IS between the COMMAND
MENTS of G0D=and the commandments of 
men!” T5:81. "In this Time the GOLD wil. 
be SEPARATED from the DROSS in the Church 
("SEPARATED FROM!” Reaving _WHAT?T5 ^81L 
t T1 J"In~the~LAST~SOLEMN^work~FEW~GREAT' 
MEN will be engaged. They are SELF-SUF
FICIENT, INDEPENDENT of God, and He can
not USE THEM!" T5:80,

they go to 666 Baal-Pr i ests to hand 
them the Old Worn-out Saw = the LAW 
cannot be keot! This is suooosed to 
be "GOOD NEWS!" to warned Minds.

(6)"CHARACTER will be TESTED!" 
345."The members of the Church will 
INDIVIDUALLY be TESTED and PROVED. ' 
T5:463,623.

1 'AWAKE !!! Magazine. July 22,1979.0.31. 
"Last year CRIME in SaO Paulo incre
ased by 25.3 %...one ROBBERY or MUG
GING every ihr.=6 people MURDERED 
every Day-3 reported RAPES every 24 
Hours..."(LAY THE BLAME right in the 
Lao of:"THE LAW CANNOT-NEED NOT BE 
KEPT! Christ will give you a NEW 
CHARACTER when He comes!"

TOMORROW.
When Jesus stands up; when His work is 

FINISHED in the Most Holy, then there 
will be not another Ray of LIGHT to be 
imparted to the sinner. 

"But SATAN flatters some...and tells 
them there will be a Season for Repent
ance, a TIME of PROBATION, when the FIL'. 
Y can be made Pure. The co-workers with 
Satan...carry the LIGHT into the future 
age, teaching PROBATION after the Advent 
of Christ, which deludes the sinner, and 
leads the cold-hearted professor to CAR
NAL SECURITY. He is CARELESS and INDIF
FERENT, and walks stumblingly over the 
hours of his Probation. The LIGHT is 
ma de(by the MAXWELL BOOK=the HEPPENSTALL 
DOCTRINE)= to reach far ahead, where al. 
is TOTAL DARKNESS. MICHAEL stands up. 
Instead of MERCY, the deluded sinner 
feels WRATH, unmixed with MERCY. And they LAW and RESTRICTI0N=seems WONDERF 
awake TOO LATE to this fatal deception. 
THIS PLAN was studied by Satan, and is 
carried out by Ministers(WILSON)=who 
turn the Truth of God into a LIE."SG 2: 
27f> .T2 :f>9 I-2.8RS .G9D-2 . DC 2R8 .

(EW 66)= = = = “7“ MAN^mSERABI^'^HlCKETY!"

ACT, but we must have the POWER of DIV
INITY to UNITE with us, or our EFFORTS 
will be in vain..."We are laborers TO
GETHER with God...so shall ye PERISH; 
because ye would not be OBEDIENT!"COL 
82,291l________
U^)At the close of the Most Holy PLACE 
Ministration=the Word goes forth in aw
ful Solemnity; "He that is FILTHY=let 
him be FILTHY STILL!"

TWO THINGS:
are easy to Understand. WHY the MUL
TITUDES will FALL for the EASY-STREET 
Religion=and WIPED OFF the Face of 
the Earth. And why SO FEW will take 
the RIGHT SIDE=which is the UNPOPU
LAR SIDE! "The GOSPEL of Christ CAN
NOT be preached without OFFENSE!" 

'HOC 165. (Those who are P reach i ng wi fr
out OFFENDING = are NOT oreaching
the GOSPEL!)

THAT PROVES: LONG before Christ comes- 
LONG before the "Voice of God"=NOTHING 
CHANGES! He that was found:"FILTHY!"= 
when his Name came un for Review-if he 
was found:"FILTHY!" at that MOMENT=no~ 
thing after that matters. He remains: 
"FILTHY!" through all Eternity. That is 
why it is Written that:"TODAY! is the 
DAY of Salvation." Not TOMORROW.

IMAGINE the FROOM-DANI ELLS BOOK-' 
MAKE NO EFFORT! COR 13-22. Theself- 
confessed:"AWAKEN ING"=a11 Segments 
of it came LOADED with that "NO EFJFORT" Message via IIudson. I960.
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NEWS to him. "Their MOUTHS will ’ 
CLOSED while the PLAGUES are lallinc, 
and the great LAWGIVER is r'^grirrng 
JUSTICE of those who have had His
Holy LAW jn

. . whJ. ch IS ; " 8- '■


